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School year: 2015 - 2016

“Green My School”
Assignment 4 : Greening school environment
The empirical research

Competence
Scientific research:
-Gathering information
-Following a protocol
-Making a powerpoint presentation ( slide) or/and video.
Assignment
Research question:
- What is the impact of planting a tree for the planet?
- What is sustainable agriculture?
- What are the interests for the planet to make agriculture
sustainable, to make a sustainable development?
- What do you need for an organic plot?
- How to cultivate your own vegetables to reduce footprint?
How do you work
this out?
What steps do you
need to complete

Part I: Theoretical background (1,5h)
Activity 1: Green environment and the climate
Write down the reaction of the photosynthesis. Explain where the
reaction takes place and what happens in this reaction.
Explain the effect of a green environment on the greenhouse
effect.
These texts can help you:
http://science.opposingviews.com/photosynthesis-affectatmosphere-planet-4796.html
http://www.motherearthnews.com/nature-and-environment/theeffect-of-deforestation-on-the-climate-and-environment.aspx
Of course you can use other information sources.
Write a report of your research of approximately 1 page (A4).
Part II: Analysis of the school environment (1,5 h)
Activity 1: analysis of the school environment
How green is the school environment at this moment?
Make an inventory and a plan of the current situation.
Activity 2: making our school environment greener
How can we create a greener environment in our school?
Look at the plans of the school and make a list of suggestions.
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Part III: Creating an organic plot
(if there is space in the school environment)
Activity 1: (1h) Questioning about sustainable agriculture, research
Search in the web, local library, and ask your family in order to have
a better knowledge of what sustainable agriculture means. What
are the differences between sustainable and non-sustainable
agriculture?
Find the interests for the planet to make sustainable agriculture,
sustainable development.
These texts can help you:
http://fr.slideshare.net/AlfredRol/sustainable-agriculture-withdacom
http://fr.slideshare.net/b_laderbush/sustainable-agriculturepresentation-3977836?related=1 (diagram 1)
Of course you can use other information sources.
Write a report of your research of approximately 1 page (A4).
Activity 2: Planning (3h)
- Define the plot area; characteristics and limitations of the type of
soil in your school land (water drainage, fertility levels -anything
that will influence what types of crops can be grown- pH,
humidity… (you might need some expert intervention)
- Choose the type of crops you should plant: vegetable crops,
aromatic and medicinal plants…. (Research sexual and vegetative
reproduction in plants). Thin about plants that will increase
biodiversity.
- Find or investigate where to buy the seeds and plant cuttings.
►Hangout of the students to show their plans: 15-19th of February 2017
Activity 3: making an aerobic compost pile
- Theoretical background: how does a compost pile work? (1,5 h)
You can use the following information sources:
http://www.livescience.com/32719-how-do-compost-pileswork.html
http://www.homecompostingmadeeasy.com/compoststages.html
Other information sources can be used.
Write a report of this research of approximately 1 page (A4).
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- Making compost at school (DIAGRAM 2) (3 months waiting time,
2h of students’ work to prepare it)
Make your own composter with recycled wood or buy one or ask
the community or city hall to give you one

for example
Activity 4: preparing the land, the soil (3h)
All the activities should be recorded either in a notebook or digitally
including the dates they were done, the type of activity (weeding,
planting, fertilizing…), a description of the activity… This is important
so that we can reproduce or change the way we have done it in the
future.
- Clean the plot: hand or mechanized weeding; some tillage; make
trenches …

for example

for example
http://www.rgardennb.com/garden-design-ideas-with-raisedbeds/garden-design-ideas-with-raised-beds-image20/
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Activity 5: keeping an arable plot (for three months depending on
the weather) (1 h for planting, maintenance over a long period)
- Weed and water the plot; install systems to collect rainwater so
that rainwater is discharged into the crops.
- Strew organic fertilizers: nutrients and soil fertility
- Include composting
- Plant the selected seeds or cuttings.
►Hangout of the students to show their plots: 18-22nd April
- Maintain the crop: weeding, watering, etc.
Activity 6: cropping, measuring productivity (2h)
- Put fruits and vegetables in small boxes with the label of the
project.
- Make these little boxes with recyclable pasteboard in a school
workshop (banana leaf for example); make the food labels with
recycling paper in school workshops; sell or give free the products
of crops at school.
Part IV: Planting trees in the school environment
- Case scenario 1:in the soil directly if there is space in the school
environment.
- Case scenario 2: in wood planters placed around the school
For example:
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for example
►Hangout of the students at the end of greening : May 2017
Timing
You have twelve hours (4 months) to complete this assignment part I. If
there is any more time we can start working on part IV (planting trees)
Result
A video of creating the plot with the different steps. It should last 5
minutes to see how the work progresses through the year.
A notebook with all the records of the process.
A PowerPoint presentation of 5 minutes with final conclusions
(greening high school).
Needed materials
Materials to cultivate, to plant :
- Gardening tools; motorized machines, planting equipment –
selected seeds ; plant cuttings…
- Experts in agriculture or agronomist data
- Water ( sprinkler system) ; rainwater system
- Organic fertilizers (compost made at school); children waste , cut
herbs, composter, wood planters…
- Camera
- Video equipment
…
Group composition
We work in teams of 4 or 5 students.
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DIAGRAM 1
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DIAGRAM 2: Making compost
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